
 

      The Purpose Octagon - Module 6 
        Soul Quest & Nature-Based Soul Encounters 

    
 

Dear COT Council - 
 

Part of our second meeting will be devoted to me speaking about my upcoming SoulQuest 
(Module #6 of the Purpose Octagon Process.) Below you’ll find an excerpt from Module #6. Reading the 
excerpt is completely optional.  I’ve provided this excerpt should you want some more context for our 
next COT gathering.  

 
 

Why go on a Soul Quest? 
Why would you want to leave the comfort and security of your home to go into wild nature to                   
explore your soul’s purpose? Buddha, Jesus, Mohammed and Moses didn’t seek the vision for              
their lives and the lives of their people in the safety of shelters, amidst their busy day to day lives:                    
the Buddha awakened under a tree in the wilderness; Jesus went to the desert and returned                
ready to take on the challenges of his life’s work; Mohammad was fasting and praying in a                 
natural cave when the Koran came to him; and Moses went to the top of a mountain to bring                   
back a vision for his people. 
 
If you are thinking, “Well that’s good for them, but I’m no Buddha, Jesus, or Moses”, I’d suggest,                  
at the very least, that you let the recognition sink in that across all times and places, the act of                    
leaving home to seek your Soul’s vision is at the heart of all spiritual traditions. 
 
And it’s not just religion that acknowledges the primacy of seeking your purpose in Nature.               
Psychologists, philosophers and mythologists point to this same truth: 
 
 

The earth has a soul.  
-  Carl Jung 

 
Nature is the avenue towards nurturing your spirit. It is the way in which the divine most 

powerfully shows itself. 
-  Thomas Moore 

 
Let us consider the sensing body as a kind of open circuit that completes itself only in things 

and in the world.  
-  David Abram 

 
The moment the angel enters a life it enters an environment. We are ecological from day one.  

-  James Hillman 
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The goal of life is to make your heartbeat match the beat of the universe, to match your nature with 

Nature. 
-  Joseph Campbell 

 
 
 
 
Getting a Feel for the Journey (these quotes come from: Soulcraft by Bill Plotkin, and The Trail                 
to the Sacred Mountain by Steven Foster and Meredith Little.)  
 
- At some point in your life, you began to wonder if perhaps there is more to life than another                    
round of success (or failure) at the Standard Game of Security Building. We may begin to                
wonder: What is the core of us?   How can I have a more soul-rooted identity? 
 
- Your individual soul is the core of your human nature, the reason for which you were born, the                   
essence of your specific life purpose.  By soul I mean the vital, mysterious, and wild core of you. 
 
- People have received profound insight about themselves and their world by means of a vision                
quest, whose basic, universal elements include: 1) a remote wilderness setting, 2) fasting from              
food, 3) solitude, 4) direct exposure to the forms and forces of nature, 5) attention-focusing and                
consciousness-shifting ceremonies, prayers, and practices, 6) a significant period of time. 
 
- To enact a vision quest is to clear a space. To quest is to honor a fallow time in our spiritual                      
lives, an emptiness into which something utterly new and generative might enter. It is to create                
an open vessel capable of being filled to overflowing by the sacred Other. 
 
- Soul encounter can be brought about by many methods. Wilderness-based fasting rites are              
among the most effective. 
 
- As a rite of initiation, the quest is a ceremonial descent to find our soul image and derive                   
greater clarity regarding the purpose and meaning of our life. The initiation is not into any                
social, religious, or spiritual group but into our own soul path and deeper levels of authentic                
adulthood. 
 
- The primary goal of the quest is to empower participants to commune with their souls which,                 
they discover, are reflected back to them from nature as revealed through their senses,              
emotions, and deep imagination.  
 
- ...unless you reach the center of your longing, you will not be able to stay focused during your                   
fast, to pray long and deeply enough, to offer your attention reverently to the animals, signs,                
images, and dreams that appear. To open the door to vision, you must surrender fully to your                 
deepest yearning.  
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